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A review of written lockout programs in Quebec
By Yuvin Chinniah

IN 2005, 1,097 WORKERS WERE KILLED in Canada
and 337,930 were injured or suffered from illnesses
linked to occupational hazards. This resulted in ex-
penses amounting to $6.8 billion in compensation
and salary replacement (Logan & Reeder, 2007). In
the province of Quebec that same year, 223 workers
were killed and 99,076 were injured, accounting for
$1.6 billion in compensation and salary replacement,
according to CSST, the workers’ compensation
board in Quebec. Moreover, on average, 20 workers
in Quebec are killed by machines and 12,800 acci-
dents can be linked to dangerous machines, costing
$71.5 million annually (CSST, 2005).

Under Article 185 of RSST, Quebec’s Occupa-
tional Health and Safety Regulation (2001), workers
intervening in hazardous zones of machines and
processes during maintenance, repairs and unjam-
ming activities must apply lockout procedures:

Article 185. Making secure: Subject to the pro-
visions of section 186, before undertaking
any maintenance, repair or unjamming work
in a machine’s danger zone, the following
safety precautions shall be taken: 1) turn the
machine’s power supply switch to the off posi-
tion; 2) bring the machine to a complete stop;
and 3) each person exposed to danger locks off
all the machine’s sources of energy in order to
avoid any accidental start-up of the machine
for the duration of the work.
Moreover, Article 186 of the RSST provides an

alternative to lockout under
specific circumstances:

Article 186. Adjustment,
repair, unjamming, main-
tenance and apprentice-
ship: When a worker
must access a machine’s
danger zone for adjust-
ment, unjamming, main-
tenance, apprenticeship
or repair purposes, in-

cluding for detecting abnormal operations, and
to do so, he must move or remove a protector
(guard), or neutralize a protective device, the
machine shall only be restarted by means of a
manual control or in compliance with a safety
procedure specifically provided for allowing
such access.

This manual control or this procedure shall
have the following characteristics: 1) it causes
any other control mode or any other proce-
dure, as the case may be, to become inopera-
tive; 2) it only allows the operating of the
dangerous parts of the machine by a control
device requiring continuous action or a two-
hand control device; and 3) it only allows the
operation of these dangerous parts under
enhanced security conditions, for instance, at
low speed, under reduced tension, step-by-
step or by separate steps.
CSST recently reported that in 3 years, inspectors

have cited more than 230 derogations to Article 185.
It also appears that lockout is not well known in var-
ious industrial sectors in Quebec. To assess compli-
ance with lockout mandates, sample written lockout
programs from industries in Quebec were collected
and analyzed.

Study Methodology
In this study, only written lockout programs were

analyzed; actual application of these programs will be
a future research project.Also, to collect the programs,
the researcher 1) explained the objectives of the study
(usually to SH&E representatives); 2) ensured the con-
fidentiality of sources (including not showing photo-
graphs taken in presentations and/or scientific
articles); and 3) visited 31 plants and organizations
and asked questions about the number of employees
and types of machines present.

Usually, the written lockout program was provid-
ed on the day of the industrial visit. Each visit,
including the question time, lasted no more than
3 hours on average. The method, therefore, consist-
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created to document the following elements in the
written programs analyzed:

•purpose of lockout;
•scope;
•design characteristics of the equipment to facili-

tate lockout;
•use of locks;
•use of locks on control devices or systems;
•tasks or application;
•energy type;
•extent of lockout;
•hardware (material) used during lockout;
•specific requirements during lockout;
•placards;
•elements (steps) of lockout;
•sequence of the different lockout elements;
•methods for the verification step of lockout;

ed essentially of collecting 31 written programs from
31 sites in the province of Quebec. These enterprises
operated in the following sectors:

•manufacturing (metal products): 8 plants;
•manufacturing (electrical products): 7 plants;
•printing: 4 plants;
•machine manufacturer: 3 plants;
•sawmill: 2 plants;
•pulp and paper: 2 plants;
•mining: 1 plant;
•metal: 1 plant;
•chemical: 1 plant;
•organizations: 2 hospitals.
The sites were further classified as follows based

on the number of employees:
•small enterprise: 100 employees or fewer;
•medium enterprise: more than 100 but fewer

than 500 employees;
•large enterprise: more than

500 employees.
In this study, 22.6% (7) of the

lockout programs were ob-
tained from small enterprises;
54.8% (17) came from medium
enterprises; and 22.6% (7) from
large enterprises. Of the enter-
prises involved, 81% were part
of a multinational company.
Each participating enterprise
received a detailed analysis of
its written lockout program at
the end of this study.

Documents such as ANSI/
ASSE Z244, CSA Z460, Kelley
(2001), OSHA 1910.147, Daoust
(2003) and INRS (1996) were
used to identify the elements to
be analyzed. A spreadsheet was

Abstract: Written
lockout programs
from industrial sites
in Quebec were ana-
lyzed to assess their
compliance with
legal requirements
and their coherence
with consensus stan-
dards on the subject.
Compliance was
found to be lacking
in many cases, and
several important ele-
ments were missing
when compared to
industry standards.

Table 1Table 1

Scope of the Lockout Programs

One factor assessed
during the study was
the scope of lockout
as described in the
collected programs.
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of medium enterprises men-
tioned that the isolating devices
can be locked (i.e., a locking
device can be applied). None of
the programs indicated that the
isolating devices must be identi-
fied or labelled and that energy
dissipation devices are required.

Locks
All the lockout programs

referred to the use of locks as
the means for locking. Analysis
revealed that only five pro-
grams clearly referred to apply-
ing locks on power circuits and
not to control circuits (e.g.,
push button, selector switches).

Application
Table 2 reviews application

of lockout—those tasks for
which it is required as described
in the programs analyzed.

Energy Type
To perform lockout, workers

must identify hazardous ener-
gies present on the equipment.
Table 3 lists the types of energy
covered in the programs ana-
lyzed. The programs specified
the energy types, except for two
programs that referred to elec-
trical energy only.
Extent of Lockout

All the analyzed programs
required isolation and dissipa-

tion of all energies present in the equipment as com-
pared to isolation of parts of the equipment or of
specific energies relevant to the intervention.

Lockout Hardware
Table 4 presents the characteristics of all applica-

ble protective materials and hardware required to
isolate hazardous energies, as described in the pro-
grams analyzed.

Specific Requirements
Table 5 (p. 42) presents additional requirements

specific to lockout procedures described in the pro-
grams analyzed.

Placards
Analysis of provisions regarding the use of plac-

ards and their management revealed the following:
•14% small, 6% medium and 29% large enter-

prises state in their program that all equipment
needs a placard;

•29% small, 6% medium and 29% large enter-
prises require in their written programs that plac-
ards be validated before use;

•14% small, 12% medium and 43% large enter-
prises require that placards are updated.

•external service or contractor personnel;
•training and communication;
•review of lockout program and its application;
•alternative methods to lockout.

Analysis of Written Program Elements
Purpose

Analysis of the various programs identified four
distinct purposes: 1) to maintain workers’ safety; 2) to
prevent an unintended release of hazardous (stored)
energy; 3) to prevent unintended start-up or unin-
tended motion; and 4) to prevent contact with a haz-
ard (e.g., electrical or mechanical) when guards are
removed or safety devices are bypassed or removed.

Scope
Table 1 (p. 39) provides an overview of the scope

of lockout as described in collected programs.

Equipment Design Characteristics
Review of the design characteristics of machines,

equipment and processes mentioned in the different
lockout programs revealed that 18% of medium enter-
prises stated in their programs that all energized
equipment should have an isolating energy device to
allow for lockout regardless of energy form.Also, 18%

The programs
analyzed through

this study covered
a variety of

industrial tasks con-
ducted at the partici-

pating facilities.

Table 2Table 2

Tasks Described in the
Different Lockout Programs
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Training & Communication
The collected programs were analyzed with

respect to lockout training and requirements:
•reference to training and/or communication on

lockout (43% small, 71% medium, 100% large enter-
prises);

•training specific to lockout program (14% of
small enterprises only);

•type of training (12% medium enterprises only);
•documentation of training (14% small, 12%

medium, 14% large);
•retraining (14% small, 12% medium, 29% large).

Review of Lockout Program & Its Application
With respect to a formal review of the lockout

program and its application, the following observa-
tions were noted:

•Identifying individual(s) responsible for enforc-

Elements of Lockout
The following six steps in lockout procedures

were noted in the programs analyzed:
•notification (57% small, 76% medium, 57% large

enterprises);
•shutdown (43% small, 41% medium, 71% large);
•isolation (71% small, 82% medium, 57% large);
•applying locks (all programs collected);
•dissipation (29% small, 59% medium, 71%

large);
•verification (86% small, 94% medium, 100%

large).
In addition, it was noted that a minority of sites

(14% small, 6% medium, 14% large) had a predeter-
mined sequence for applying lockout procedures. In
addition, a large majority of lockout programs (86%
small, 94% medium, 86% large) provided at least one
method or a combination of methods for the verifi-
cation step. Those methods
referred to manually trying the
machinery controls, a visual
inspection, the use of measur-
ing instruments or a combina-
tion of methods.

Return to Service
The different steps for re-

turning to service noted in the
written programs analyzed are
as follows:

•verification of personnel
(43% small, 76% medium, 29%
large enterprises);

•verification of equipment
(57% small, 71% medium, 43%
large);

•removal of locks (57%
small, 82% medium, 100%
large);

•reenergize (57% small,
76% medium, 14% large);

•notification of personnel
(86% small, 53% medium, 86%
large);

•return to service (14%
small, 35% medium, 14% large).

External Service or
Contractor Personnel

The researcher noted differ-
ent elements relative to exter-
nal service:

•reference to external serv-
ice or contractor personnel
(43% small, 82% medium,
100% large enterprises);

•outside personnel using
host’s lockout program (29%
small, 65% medium, 71%
large).

Testing the knowledge of
outside personnel was not cov-
ered in the programs analyzed.

The analyzed pro-
grams covered vari-
ous types of energy
present in the partici-
pating facilities
(Table 3) and also
described applicable
protective materials
and hardware
required to isolate
hazardous energy
(Table 4).

Table 3Table 3

Hazardous Energy
in Various Documents

Table 4Table 4

Lockout Hardware Characteristics
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•Identification of the individual(s) conducting
the lockout review was covered in 43% of small, 18%
of medium and 14% of large enterprises.

Alternative Methods
One lockout program from a large enterprise

referred to not applying lockout to cord-and-plug-
connected equipment. Furthermore, some programs
(43% small, 59% medium, 29% large) referred to the
use of alternative methods to lockout.

Analysis & Discussion
As shown in Table 6, it can

be determined that most of the
analyzed lockout programs do
not fully comply with RSST
and contain major weaknesses
when compared to CSA Z460
or ANSI/ASSE Z244. Certain
elements (scope, energy type,
application, removal of lock in
absence of authorized employ-
ee, sequence of energy control
and sequence of return to serv-
ice) are found in almost all of
the written programs ana-
lyzed, but with varying levels
of details.

However, key elements ab-
sent from these programs are
the program review, program
monitoring and alternate
methods. This is problematic
for several reasons.

•Without a program review,
it is difficult to maintain a cur-
rent, active lockout program.

•Performance feedback is
not monitored and deficiencies
are not corrected.

•Without alternative meth-
ods of energy control, it is
unclear what methods workers
use when lockout cannot be
applied to machines, equip-
ment and processes.

The researcher also noted
that the lockout programs from
small enterprises lacked impor-
tant elements such as continu-
ity in lockout, outside service,
and training and communica-
tion. This is problematic since
small enterprises may be deal-
ing with external service and
contractors without consider-
ing the need to cover this aspect
in their lockout programs.

Regarding communication
and training, it is also interest-
ing to note that the need for
individual training, program-

ing program application was covered in 14% of
small, 47% of medium and 71% of large enterprises.

•Review of the lockout program appeared in 14%
of small, 29% of medium and all the large enterprises.

•Review of program application was present in
43% of small, 24% of medium and 29% of large
enterprises.

•Documentation of program review was found
in 14% of small, 12% of medium and 29% of large
enterprises.

Table 6Table 6

Comparison of Key Requirements
in Standards & Lockout Programs

The analyzed pro-
grams contained

requirements specific
to lockout procedures

(Table 5). However,
the study results indi-
cate that most of the

programs do not fully
comply with RSST and

contain major weak-
nesses when com-

pared to CSA Z460 or
ANSI/ASSE Z244

(Table 6).

Table 5Table 5

Specific Requirements of Lockout
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The sample of programs studied revealed several
interesting points, including the following:

•Some written lockout programs have been
drafted recently.

•Important topics such as the design characteris-
tics of new or upgraded equipment in order to
enhance lockout (e.g., with energy-isolating devices,
energy-dissipating devices, energy-isolating devices
that are readily accessible and easily locked) are
often missing.

•Program review as well as program application
review, training and alternatives are absent in many
written lockout programs.

•CSA Z460 or other established standards on
lockout are not usually used as reference documents.

•Lockout programs obtained from small enter-
prises lacked more elements than those obtained
from large enterprises.

•Electrical energy was referred to in almost all
the programs, while thermal energy and gravita-
tional energy were referred to less often.

•Management of duplicate keys used to remove
locks under special circumstances (who stores and
uses) and the need for the authorized personnel to
keep the key under their control at all times is crucial
to safety. Key duplication is often overlooked in
written programs, yet is practiced in many enter-
prises. This can be a dangerous practice if not prop-
erly managed.

IRSST’s proposed research projects on lockout
will generate knowledge on the subject and will help
industry develop practical solutions to facilitate and
ensure the application of lockout programs and pro-
cedures in enterprises of all sizes. �
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specific training, theoretical and practical training,
knowledge assessment and program use are absent
from the small enterprise programs analyzed.

In addition, CSA Z460 was published in 2005.
When speaking with SH&E personnel, the researcher
noted that many were not necessarily aware of the
standard. Individuals in charge of drafting the writ-
ten programs had diverse backgrounds (e.g., engi-
neering student in training, human resources staff,
industrial hygienist) and often did not refer to CSA
Z460, ANSI/ASSE Z244 or industry references [e.g.,
Kelley (2001)]. Instead, the programs were based on
material obtained from training courses, other lock-
out programs and Internet resources. A small num-
ber of programs were clearly inspired by OSHA
1910.147.

In some cases, the analyzed programs were quite
recent, while in other cases, the programs had been
updated several times over the years. Generally, no
reference documents such as standards or regula-
tions were provided in the written lockout programs.

One point of interest is the RSST requirement to
conduct lockout during maintenance, repair and
unjamming activities. It was observed that only 14%
of small enterprises, 41% of medium enterprises and
29% of large enterprises complied fully with this
requirement. Regarding the steps for energy control,
it is interesting to note that important steps such as
notification of affected personnel, shutdown, isola-
tion and dissipation are absent from some programs.
The step involving the application or placement of
locks is the only step found in all of the analyzed pro-
grams, followed by the verification step (i.e., start-up
test), which is included in almost all the programs.

At this time, it cannot be known whether employ-
ees perform all the required lockout steps despite
some of those steps being absent from the written
documents. It also seems that individuals have a
concept of lockout that involves the use of locks, but
this concept is not always clear because at times the
researcher observed during industrial visits that
locks were applied to control switch buttons and/or
the key for the lock was either left in the lock or
placed next to it.

Regarding the steps for returning equipment to
service, it was noted that important steps such as the
verification of personnel, verification of equipment
and reenergizing are absent in some of the programs
analyzed. Often, in smaller industries, the compa-
ny’s SH&E representative is responsible for devel-
oping, implementing and maintaining the program.
In larger companies, a task group and consultants
can be called on to assist with these functions.

Conclusion
To evaluate lockout programs in a sample of

industries in Quebec with respect to the legal
requirements and CSA Z460, 31 lockout programs
from different industrial sectors were collected and
analyzed. It was found that the programs complied
partially with the regulation but missed some
important elements found in the standard.
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